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Abstract: High-resolution fluorescent microscopic imaging techniques are in high demand
to observe detailed structures or dynamic mechanisms of biological samples. Structured
illumination microscopy (SIM) has grabbed much attention in super-resolution imaging due to
simple configuration, high compatibility with common fluorescent molecules, and fast image
acquisition. Here, we report Lissajous scanning SIM (LS-SIM) by using a high fill-factor
Lissajous scanning micromirror and laser beam modulation. The LS-SIM was realized by a
Lissajous scanned structured illumination module, relay optics, and a conventional fluorescent
microscope. The micromirror comprises an inner mirror and an outer frame, which are scanned
at pseudo-resonance with electrostatic actuation. The biaxial scanning frequencies are selected
by the frequency selection rule for high fill-factor (> 80%) Lissajous scanning. Structured
illumination (SI) was then realized by modulating the intensity of a laser beam at the least common
multiple (LCM) of the scanning frequencies. A compact Lissajous scanned SI module containing
a fiber-optic collimator and Lissajous micromirror has been fully packaged and coupled with relay
optics and a fiber-based diode pumped solid state (DPSS) laser including acousto-optic-modulator
(AOM). Various structured images were obtained by shifting the phase and orientation of the
illumination patterns and finally mounted with a conventional fluorescent microscope. The
LS-SIM has experimentally demonstrated high-resolution fluorescent microscopic imaging of
reference targets and human lung cancer cell PC-9 cells. The LS-SIM exhibits the observable
region in spatial frequency space over 2x, the line-edge sharpness over 1.5x, and the peak-to-valley
(P-V) ratio over 2x, compared to widefield fluorescent microscopy. This method can provide a
new route for advanced high-resolution fluorescent microscopic imaging.

© 2020 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction

Structured illumination (SI) recently serves as a leading-edge technique in advanced imaging
applications such as facial recognition in mobile security [1] or motion detection and depth
estimation in virtual / augmented reality [2]. Recently, structured illumination microscopy
(SIM) attracts a great interest for high-resolution microscopic imaging [3–4], due to the simple
working principle, high compatibility with common fluorescent molecules, and fast image
acquisition [5–6]. Several patterned frames of a single target are acquired by shifting the phase
and the orientation of an illumination pattern. The patterned frames are reconstructed into a
single super-resolution microscopic image, which draws higher spatial frequency information
in the observable region [6–7]. The SI is commonly achieved by using diffraction gratings
[8–9] or spatial light modulators (SLM) such as digital micromirror device (DMD) [10–12],
diffraction optical element (DOE) [13] or liquid crystal on silicon (LCOS) [14]. The diffraction
gratings either require an additional component for varying structured illumination patterns
or has low system flexibility for multi-wavelength structured illumination due to its varied
angle of diffraction [15,16]. The SLMs finely control the illumination patterns and overcome
wavelength-dependency, however, they still require high fabrication cost. Moreover, both two
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methods intrinsically experience significant intensity loss of illumination patterns due to the
splits of incident light and they form low contrast patterns due to incoherent LED light sources
[4,10,11]. Recently, laser scanning mirrors are combined with diffraction gratings [8,17], SLMs
[18], and micro-lens arrays [19] to improve the drawbacks of conventional methods. However,
they still have intrinsic issues of low illumination efficiency. Besides, the addition of an extra
scanner unit also increases both the complexity and the bulkiness of experimental setups. As a
result, the new SI microscopic technique is still in need for not only performing highly efficient
and high contrast illumination patterns but also maintaining a simple and compact experimental
setup.

Fig. 1. Lissajous scanning structured illumination microscopy (LS-SIM). (a) Working
principle of stripe illumination patterns. Lissajous scan trajectory with laser modulation at
least common multiple (LCM) of biaxial scanning frequencies forms dot array illumination
patterns. One axis’ scanning frequency shift to the frequency in co-prime relation with
non-shifted one results in phase fixation of a given axis and finally forms high contrast stripe
pattern. (b) A schematic illustration of the experimental set-up for LS-SIM. (c) Patterned
frames are acquired by shifting either phase or orientation of the stripe SI pattern, which
causes the extension of passband in the spatial frequency domain. The LS-SIM extracts high
spatial frequency information of a single target after the reconstruction of multiple patterned
frames and finally creates a single resolution-enhanced image.
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Laser scanning structured illumination of high efficiency and high contrast has been recently
demonstrated by using high definition and high fill factor (HDHF) Lissajous scanning and
laser intensity modulation [20–22]. The HDHF Lissajous microscanner based on the scanning
frequency selection rule delivers high frame-rate and high mechanical stability and also has
uniform illumination along with the entire field-of-view (FOV) [23,24]. The Lissajous scanned
SI not only controls various illumination patterns in terms of the pattern density, the phase, and
the FOV but also resolves conventional technical issues such as wavelength-dependent system
flexibility issue and intensity loss owing to beam steering of scanning MEMS mirror. However,
this method has not been utilized for high-resolution microscopic applications yet.
Here we report Lissajous scanning structured illumination microscopy (LS-SIM) by using

laser scanning Lissajous micromirror and laser intensity modulation. The Lissajous micromirror
operates at pseudo-resonance of the orthogonally disposed axes. The laser intensity is modulated
at the least commonmultiple (LCM) of biaxial scanning frequencies to form the static illumination
pattern in dot array. The biaxial scanning frequencies are determined by using the scanning
frequency selection rule to acquire highly dense illumination patterns. Besides, as one axis’
scanning frequency is shifted to the frequency in co-prime relation with non-shifted one, the
frequency shift causes a phase fixation of the given axis and finally forms high contrast stripe
illumination patterns (Fig. 1(a)). The LS-SIM comprises Lissajous micromirror, a fiber-based
532 nm diode pumped solid state (DPSS) laser with acousto-optic-modulator (AOM), fiber-optic
collimator, relay optics, and a conventional fluorescent microscope (Fig. 1(b)). Various patterned
frames are acquired by shifting either the phase or the orientation of illumination patterns.
Resolution-enhanced microscopic images containing higher spatial frequency are obtained after
the image reconstruction of multiple patterned frames (Fig. 1(c)).

2. Results and discussion

2.1. High fill-factor Lissajous micromirror

The Lissajous micromirror consists of two orthogonally disposed axes; an inner mirror and an
outer frame, which are electrostatically tilted along with the flexure structure of each axis. The
micromirror operates at pseudo-resonance where a set of biaxial scanning frequencies can be
selected for HDHF Lissajous scanning [20–21]. The scanning frequency selection range was
mainly controlled by the Q-factor (= fresonance/∆fFWHM) of Lissajous micromirror, which was
theoretically calculated along with the operational damping and the spring constant of each axis’
flexure [25,26]. In other words, a larger mirror diameter causes an increase in the operational
damping, which finally lowers the Q-factor of Lissajous micromirror. Besides, the spring constant
of flexure, proportional to the square-root of Q-factor of micromirror, is mainly determined by
the Young’s modulus and the structure of flexure. The spring constant of the flexure was mainly
manipulated by the flexure width. The Q-factor in slow-axis, i.e., outer frame, has a relatively
high Q value to avoid mechanical coupling between two orthogonally disposed axes while the
Q-factor in fast-axis, i.e., inner mirror, has a low Q value to obtain a broad scanning frequency
selection range for the flexible control of the pattern density.

The Lissajous micromirror was microfabricated by using a standard 6-inch silicon on insulator
(SOI) process (Fig. 2(a)). The microfabrication procedure started with deep reactive ion etching
(DRIE) patterning of the top Si layer. A thin silicon dioxide was thermally grown for the
electrical isolation and the low pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD) for poly-Si were
then proceeded to fill the gaps between the electrodes. A thin gold film was thermally evaporated
and defined for wire bonding and high reflection of mirror surface. The micromirror structures
were defined by DRIE patterning of the top and backside Si layer. The Lissajous micromirrors
were finally released through the removal of a buried oxide layer by using the buffered oxide
etchant (BOE). Figure 2(b) shows the SEM image of the microfabricated Lissajous micromirror,
finely defining the key operational structures such as flexure and comb-drive. The fabrication
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yield was measured over 95% at a wafer level. The Q-factor was experimentally measured
depending on the mirror diameter for operational damping and the flexure width for spring
constant (Figs. 2(c)–2(e)). The calculated and experimental results indicate that the Q-factor is
inversely proportional to the operational damping while proportional to square-root of the spring
constant of flexure.

Fig. 2. Microfabrication of Lissajous micromirror and the Q-factor control parameter study.
(a) The microfabrication procedure of Lissajous micromirror using a standard SOI process.
(b) A SEM image of the fabricated Lissajous micromirror. The key operational structures
including flexure and comb-drive are finely defined. (c-e) The Q-factor control for HDHF
Lissajous scanning. Broad scanning frequency selection range is highly required for the
HDHF Lissajous scanning. The Q-factor of Lissajous micromirror is manipulated depending
on the operational damping by mirror diameter and the spring constant of flexure by flexure
width.

An optimized Lissajous micromirror was selected based on the result of Q-factor control.
The slow axis has a thick flexure width (=8 µm) to realize relatively high Q-factor. In contrast,
the fast axis with a thin flexure width (=3 µm) performs a low Q-factor within the range of
avoiding fracture of flexure structure due to fatigue crack or any operational instability such as
coupling with undesirable higher-order operation modes. The selected Lissajous micromirror has
a physical dimension of 1.7× 1.7× 0.43mm. The Lissajous micromirror resonates at 4,475Hz
and 6,760Hz, respectively, showing less than 10Hz difference from the calculated values and
it has the bandwidths at full width half maximum (FWHM) of 12Hz (Q ≈ 373) and 150Hz
(Q ≈ 45) for the outer frame and the inner mirror, respectively (Fig. 3(a)). The frame-rate and
the fill-factor of Lissajous scanning were flexibly manipulated through the scanning frequency
selection. In other words, the greatest common divisor (GCD) of biaxial scanning frequencies
indicates the frame-rate of given Lissajous scanning. As the GCD decreases, the lobe number
(N= (fx + fy) / GCD(fx, fy)) i.e., the number of scan lines that meets at the edge of FOV, increases
and thus the fill-factor of Lissajous scanning increases (Fig. 3(b)).
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Fig. 3. Opto-mechanical properties of the selected Lissajous micromirror. (a) The scanning
frequency response. The micromirror resonates at 4,475Hz and 6,760Hz with bandwidth of
12Hz and 150Hz for the outer frame and the inner mirror, respectively. (b) The frame-rate
and the fill-factor of Lissajous micromirror. The greatest common divisor (GCD) of biaxial
scanning frequencies indicates the frame-rate of formed Lissajous scanning. The frame-rate
and the fill-factor can be flexibly controlled by the scanning frequency selection rule.
Reduction in the GCD causes an increase in the lobe number N and finally, the fill-factor of
the Lissajous scanning increases.

2.2. Laser modulated structured illumination

The illumination pattern is statically formed in dot array by modulating a laser intensity at the
LCM of biaxial scanning frequencies (Fig. 4(a)). The GCD of biaxial scanning frequencies is
inversely proportional to the LCM. The decrease in GCD leads to the increase in laser modulation
frequency, i.e., the LCM, which forms high density Lissajous scanned SI patterns. A scanning
frequency in one axis is shifted into the frequency in co-prime relation with non-shifted one and
therefore the frequency shift allows a phase fixation of the given axis and finally forms a static
stripe illumination pattern. In this experiment, a fiber-based 532 nm DPSS laser with AOM has
the maximum modulation frequency at 1MHz and thus the minimum GCD within the given
scanning frequency selection range is limited to the GCD of 32. Arranging the frequency sets
from a high GCD to low order, the fill-factor of Lissajous trajectory gradually increases. In
addition, when the laser intensity modulation and the scanning frequency shift were proceeded,
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the density of illumination pattern was increased along with the descending order of GCD
(Fig. 4(b)).

A frequency set for LS-SIM was finally selected by a GCD color map (Fig. 4(c)). The color
map shows that most frequency sets have significantly low GCD value over the entire 1,700

Fig. 4. The Lissajous scanned SI along with the GCD control. (a) The Lissajous scanned
SI formation. The Lissajous micromirror operates at pseudo-resonance and the illumination
pattern is statically formed by modulating a laser intensity at the LCM of biaxial scanning
frequencies. (b) The Lissajous scanned SI from high GCD to low order. (1st row: simulated
SI, 2nd row: captured SI) As the GCD decreases, highly dense illumination pattern is formed.
The selected frequency sets are indicated from top to bottom as from coarse (high GCD) to
dense (low GCD) structured illumination. (c) The GCD color map of scanning frequency
sets within the operational range. Only a limited number of scanning frequency sets do not
violate the minimum GCD condition.
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frequency sets. For more details, only 2.41% of the entire frequency sets meets the minimum
GCD condition i.e., GCD of 32 or greater (Fig. 4(d)). The statistical result indicates that a broad
scanning frequency selection range by a low Q-factor design is an important factor to realize the
successful LS-SIM.

A scanning module for the LS-SIM was fully packaged with the fiber-optic collimator and the
PCB-bonded Lissajous micromirror disposed on 45° wedge to reflect the collimated beam into
a perpendicular path through a glass window (Fig. 5(a)). The module housing has a physical
dimension of 16× 10× 8.5mm (Fig. 5(b)).

Fig. 5. A scanning module for LS-SIM. (a-b) A Lissajous scanned SI module is fully
packaged with the fiber-optic collimator and the PCB wire-bonded Lissajous micromirror.

2.3. Lissajous scanning SIM (LS-SIM) for high-resolution microscopic imaging

The Lissajous scanned SI was further applied for high-resolution microscopic imaging. The
fully packaged Lissajous scanned SI module was mounted with a conventional fluorescent
microscope (50x objective with 0.40 NA). The resolution enhancement was characterized with a
photolithographically patterned fluorescence target [27]. Various patterned frames were acquired
by shifting either the phase or the orientation of illumination patterns. The reconstructed LS-SIM
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images much clearly define the details of target sample than the conventional microscopic images
(Figs. 6(a) and 6(d)). Supporting details in terms of the observable region in the Fourier magnitude
spectrum, the line-edge sharpness and the peak-to-valley (P-V) ratio were additionally analyzed
(Figs. 6(b), 6(c), and 6(e)). In details, the observable region in the Fourier magnitude spectrum is
extended over 2x with the LS-SIM, which acquires higher spatial frequency information of the
target. Besides, the line-edge sharpness and the P-V ratio are also measured from the intensity
profile along with the dotted lines of a-a’ and b-b’ in Figs. 6(a) and 6(d), respectively. Dashed
lines in Fig. 6(c) are data points for 90% (blue) and 10% (green) of intensity for 10-90% rise of
each data set, respectively. As a result, the line-edge sharpness is enhanced over 1.5x while the
P-V ratio is enhanced over 2x, respectively, compared to widefield fluorescent microscopy.

Fig. 6. Microscopic fluorescent images through LS-SIM and a comparison between the
conventional fluorescent microscopy and the LS-SIM. (a,d) Reference fluorescent target
imaging to prove resolution enhancement of the LS-SIM. (b,c,e) The Fourier magnitude
spectrum, the line-edge sharpness, and the P-V ratio are acquired for additional supporting
analysis. (WF: Widefield fluorescent microscopy, LS-SIM: Lissajous scanning SIM)

The LS-SIM has also experimentally demonstrated high-resolution cellular imaging (Fig. 7).
The cellular imaging of human lung cancer cell PC-9 cells was compared by widefield (WF) fluo-
rescent microscopy, confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM), and LS-SIM (Figs. 7(a)–7(b)).
Both the CLSM and the LS-SIM images finely define the fluorescent signals, whereas the WF
image shows blurred fluorescent signals along with the cellular membrane. In particular, the
line-edge sharpness of LS-SIM is enhanced over 1.3x compared to the case of CLSM. In addition,
various fluorescent dyes were stained to prove high compatibility with common fluorescent dyes.
The captured fluorescent images show that individual fluorescent signals are clearly captured
in the reconstructed LS-SIM image and therefore the LS-SIM provides a substantial image
resolution-enhancement compared to the WF microscope (Figs. 7(c)–7(d)).
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Fig. 7. The LS-SIM in the cellular imaging application. (a-b) The LS-SIM has been
demonstrated with human lung cancer cell PC-9 cells. Various fluorescent dyes such as PI
dye and cytoskeleton fluorescent dye, are used to prove high compatibility with common
fluorescent dyes. The reconstructed LS-SIM images experience a significant resolution
enhancement. (RM: Reflectance microscopy, WF: Widefield fluorescent microscopy, CLSM:
Confocal laser scanning microscopy, LS-SIM: Lissajous scanning SIM)
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3. Conclusion

In this work, the Lissajous scanning SIM has been successfully demonstrated by the Lissajous
scanning micromirror with a laser intensity modulation. The micromirror comprises a low
Q-factor inner mirror to allow a broad selection range of scanning frequencies and a relatively high
Q-factor outer frame to reduce the mechanical coupling between two orthogonally disposed axes.
A high fill-factor Lissajous scanning was achieved by using the scanning frequency selection and
the Lissajous scanned SI was finally realized by modulating a laser intensity at the LCM of biaxial
scanning frequencies. The LS-SIM demonstrates high-resolution fluorescent imaging after the
image reconstruction of multiple patterned frames. The resolution enhancement of LS-SIM was
experimentally confirmed in terms of the Fourier magnitude spectrum, the line-edge sharpness,
and the P-V ratio. Finally, the LS-SIM has been further applied to cancer cell imaging with high
contrast individual fluorescent signals. Further improvement of the LS-SIM can be achieved
by defining non-linearity from the SI pattern shifts and optimizing the image reconstruction
algorithm. The Lissajous scanning SIM can provide a new perspective for high-resolution
fluorescent microscopic applications due to high system flexibility, wavelength insensitiveness,
and high illumination efficiency.
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